Indiana Association of Mediators
Advancing the Practice of Mediation in Indiana

You’re invited to a party!
On January 29, 2011, IAM member & author Diana Mercer will be in Indy to promote
her newest book “Making Divorce Work”. All IAM members are invited to join her at the Barnes & Noble
bookstore at Clearwater Crossing (3748 East 82nd St.) at 7:00 p.m. After she finishes signing massive
amounts of books, we’ll continue the party at a location to be disclosed later. You WILL need to know
the secret IAM handshake to gain admittance!

Available now from Amazon!

Why go from “‘till death do us part” to a “fight to the death?”
Mercer and Wennechuk’s book adapts mediation techniques
for anyone to use to keep the peace in their divorce.
This book is meant for consumers and it’s full of examples of
how to put the keys into action so that readers won’t just read
about what to do---they can put it right into action.
You can get divorced without losing your shirt or your sanity.
Given that so many marriages end in divorce, divorce without
devastation is an idea whose time has come. Making Divorce
Work gives you the tools and inspiration to renegotiate your
relationship with your spouse, put an end to unproductive
arguments and behaviors, determine a fair win-win settlement,
and move on from your marriage happy, healthy and whole. You
will learn:
· 8 simple keys to resolving conflict…even if your spouse won’t
cooperate
· 8 peace practices to keep you sane no matter what
· To create a divorce mission statement to serve as your beacon
· What you want and how to get it
· Ways to deal with fear, anger and grief
· How to forgive yourself and your spouse
· How to take control of your divorce instead of letting your
divorce take control of you.

Early Praise for Making Divorce Work:

Follow Diana and Katie's long and sometimes crazy journey
writing Making Divorce Work on the
special author section of their blog.
Diana also posts her best mediation
skills tips on her blog.

"Making Divorce Work is an absolutely essential work....make use of the wise and
practical advice this book contains." --Mira Kirshenbaum, author of Too Good to
Leave, Too Bad to Stay
"...I predict that in the future people will select their professionals, in part, as to
whether this book is front and center in their client libraries and whether the divorce
professional can use Making Divorce Work as a client guy to supplement their
competent advice and expertise." --Forrest "Woody" Mosten, author of Mediation
Career Guide, The Collaborative Divorce Handbook and The Complete Guide to Mediation
"A practice, creative and healing tool to support not only those moving through this
experience but also those wishing to be of greater support when their loved ones
are faced with such an extreme life change." -- Michael Brown, author of The Presence
Process and Alchemy of the Heart.
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